WE EXIST TO BRING AUTHENTIC, EASY TO USE MATERIALS TO THE DESIGN COMMUNITY

CARPET
WOVEN AND TUFTED
CARPET FOR COMMERCIAL, HOSPITALITY AND RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

#MATERIALSFORDESIGN
Carpet Concept make unique carpet. Woven using flatweave and wilton techniques, each item in the collection has a texture and overall aspect that is different from ordinary carpet. Their unique character makes them ideal for distinctive interiors, and owing to their particular properties such as high durability and a long service life, the products are perfectly suited for varied applications in the commercial sector.
The advantages of flat-woven carpets are the width of the repeat and the use of yarns with three-dimensional effects. The weaving process renders the woven fabric visible and gives it a very unique character. The results are exceptional floors, which are reminiscent of valuable craftsmanship and simultaneously impress with delicately structured patterns. The extremely durable quality of the carpets is perfectly suited for modern architectural concepts.
FLAT WOVEN

ECO 1
AVAILABLE IN 49 COLOURS

ECO 2
AVAILABLE IN 49 COLOURS

ECO 3
AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS

ECO TEC
AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS

ECO TRE
AVAILABLE IN 18 COLOURS

ECO WOOL
AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS

ECO ZEN
AVAILABLE IN 18 COLOURS

ECO SYN
AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS

ECO 500
AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS

GOI 1
AVAILABLE IN 6 COLOURS

GOI 2
AVAILABLE IN 6 COLOURS

GOI 3
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

GET SAMPLES
Our samples library is vast! To get what you want, when you want it, please call us on:

01270  625 043
FLAT WOVEN

ECO IQU S
Designed to meet today’s demands on design and comfort. The weaving process is based on the traditional craft: two threads, the warp thread stretched out lengthways and the weft thread stretching crossways, intersect at a right angle. This technique allows individual designs with delicately nuanced colours. Various surfaces like rep, velour and frisé provide for a varied range of possible applications. The fabric is thereby suited for extreme mechanical loads.
GET SAMPLES

Our samples library is vast! To get what you want, when you want it, please call us on:

01270 625 043
WOVEN NET 1 AVAILABLE IN 16 COLOURS

LYN 17 AVAILABLE IN 15 COLOURS

LYN 18 AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS

LYN 19 AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS

LYN 20 AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS

LYN 21 AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS

LYN 22 AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS

NET 1 AVAILABLE IN 16 COLOURS

NET 2N AVAILABLE IN 16 COLOURS

NET 3 AVAILABLE IN 16 COLOURS

NET 4N AVAILABLE IN 6 COLOURS

NET 5 AVAILABLE IN 6 COLOURS
GET SAMPLES
Our samples library is vast! To get what you want, when you want it, please call us on:
01270 625 043
WOVEN

SQR BASIC
STRIPE 10
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR NUANCE
5X5
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR NUANCE
20X20
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR NUANCE
STRIPE 5
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR NUANCE
5X5
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR NUANCE
20X20
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR NUANCE
STRIPE 5
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR NUANCE
10X10
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR NUANCE
20X20
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR NUANCE
STRIPE 10
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR NUANCE
MIX
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR SEAM
10X10
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR SEAM
STRIPE 5
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR SEAM
10X10
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR SEAM
20X20
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR SEAM
STRIPE 5
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

SQR SEAM
STRIPE 10
AVAILABLE IN 8 COLOURS

GET SAMPLES

Our samples library is vast! To get what you want, when you want it, please call us on:

01270 625 043
In the tufting process, needles push the yarns laid in loops into a support fabric. When loops are cut open, the result is an appealing cut pile. A backing material additionally fixes the pile yarn and ensures stability. Colours and patterns can be applied in various ways: by means of piece dyeing, spinneret dyeing or printing of the off-white carpets on the basis of eight colours. The ICD print procedure with eight-colour printing allows designs created to satisfy individual requirements.
TUFTED

EPOCA 800 V
550 - 1
AVAILABLE IN
25 COLOURS

EPOCA 800 V
550 - 2
AVAILABLE IN
25 COLOURS

EPOCA 800 V
550 - 3
AVAILABLE IN
25 COLOURS

CONCEPT 504 - DEEP PILE

CONCEPT 507
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 508
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 505
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 506
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 509
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 510
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 504
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 507
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 508
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 504
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 507
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 508
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 504
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 507
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

CONCEPT 508
AVAILABLE IN
10 COLOURS

GET SAMPLES
Our samples library is vast! To get what you want, when you want it, please call us on:

01270 625 043

CONCEPT 504 - DEEP PILE
GET SPECIFIC
For individual ranges please see the relevant technical data sheet.
Wilton woven ranges are supplied as 2m wide carpet.
Flatwoven ranges are supplied as 4m wide carpet.

GET FITTING
Please see our detailed installation instructions available from Innerspace Cheshire.
- The subfloor should be clean, dry and solid
- Material should be acclimatised prior to installation

GET CLEANING
Please see our detailed cleaning and maintenance instructions, available from Innerspace Cheshire.